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Cold Steel Hungarian Saber

Category:

Product ID: 88RM
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 400.00 EUR
Availability: Out of stock

Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and
other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of
best available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by
company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's
products include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords,
machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and
other martial arts–related items.

See it in our store.

Hungary by virtue of its position on the world map is a country that straddles the cultural influence of both the East and
the West. This influence is, of course, directly echoed in Hungarian weapons. The Hungarian Saber is primarily a cutting,
slashing weapon mostly used from horseback although thrusting with it on foot was not unknown. The blade of our saber
is made from 1055 high carbon steel with a hard spring temper. It has a hatchet point making it wider at the tip or point
than at the guard. The guard of our saber has very wide sturdy quillons. The wider quillons offer greater protection to the
hand and forearm. Also because of their greater width, a skilled swordsman can catch a blow aimed at his hand, wrist, or
forearms with a minor twist of his wrist as the long quillons cover a lot of real estate and minimal movement by the
defender is all that is required to block the path of an oncoming blade. The leather scabbard is, in a word, gorgeous. Its
fittings are attractively arranged and provide a light, bright contrast to its black leather base.

Product parameters:
• Total length: 94 cm
• Blade length: 78,8 cm
• Steel: 1055
• Blade thickness: 5 mm
• Handle length: 14 cm
• Weight: 950 g

Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUO2m_uyXmE
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